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BORGWARNER EXPANDS PRODUCTION IN CHINA
FOR ADVANCED EMISSIONS TECHNOLOGIES

BorgWarner Adds New Production Line in Ningbo
to Meet Increasing Domestic Demand for Environmentally Friendly Technologies

Auburn Hills, Michigan, March 5, 2015 – BorgWarner is expanding capacity in Ningbo,
China, with a new production line for its latest exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) valves.
Engineered to reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions for passenger cars and commercial
vehicles, BorgWarner’s advanced EGR valves deliver precise and responsive control,
higher operating pressures and flow rates, excellent sealing and corrosion resistance. The
new line will meet increasing customer demand through localized production. BorgWarner
expects to supply its latest EGR technology to a large Chinese automaker beginning in
May 2015.
“With BorgWarner’s latest expansion, we are strengthening our leadership position
in the rapidly evolving Chinese automotive market for environmentally friendly
technologies,” said Brady Ericson, President and General Manager, BorgWarner
Emissions Systems. “Since 2006, our production facility in Ningbo has become home to an
entire family of state-of-the-art emissions products, from EGR valves, coolers and modules
to ignition coils, secondary air systems and thermostats. As demand increases, we expect
production of our advanced emissions technologies to escalate significantly.”
BorgWarner’s latest EGR valve features an advanced compact actuator with a DC
motor to deliver high torque, fast response and reliable operation. Integrated sensors
provide feedback to a closed-loop control system, positioning the valve to precisely control
recirculated exhaust gas. Compared with previous technologies, BorgWarner’s latest EGR
valve delivers higher actuation force, greater flow capability and more flexible mounting
orientations. For improved heat and corrosion resistance, the main components of the
EGR valve are constructed from stainless steel.
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About BorgWarner
BorgWarner Inc. (NYSE: BWA) is a product leader in highly engineered
components and systems for powertrains around the world. Operating manufacturing and
technical facilities in 58 locations in 19 countries, the company delivers innovative
powertrain solutions to improve fuel economy, reduce emissions and enhance
performance. For more information, please visit borgwarner.com.

BorgWarner is adding a new production line in Ningbo, China, for its latest exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) valves for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The facility
manufactures an entire family of state-of-the-art emissions products, including EGR
valves, coolers and modules as well as ignition coils, secondary air systems and
thermostats.

###
Statements contained in this news release may contain forward-looking statements as contemplated by the 1995
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act that are based on management’s current outlook, expectations,
estimates and projections. Words such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “continues,” “could,” “designed,” “effect,”
“estimates,” “evaluates,” “expects,” “forecasts,” “goal,” “initiative,” “intends,” “outlook,” “plans,” “potential,”
“project,” “pursue,” “seek,” “should,” “target,” “when,” “would,” variations of such words and similar expressions
are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and
uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and generally beyond our control, that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those expressed, projected or implied in or by the forward-looking statements.
Such risks and uncertainties include: fluctuations in domestic or foreign vehicle production, the continued use by
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original equipment manufacturers of outside suppliers, fluctuations in demand for vehicles containing our
products, changes in general economic conditions, as well as other risks noted reports that we file with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, including the Risk Factors identified in our most recently filed Annual
Report on Form 10-K. We do not undertake any obligation to update or announce publicly any updates to or
revision to any of the forward-looking statements.

